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Welcome to 
the guide to B Corp 

Certification

At B Lab we are committed to building an inclusive, equitable and 
regenerative economic system for all people and the planet. You can 
find out more about our vision and strategy here. We believe 
businesses like yours have a significant role to play in delivering this 
collective vision and so we thank you for taking your first steps on the 
B Corp journey.


Becoming a B Corp has a transformational effect on businesses. By 
first measuring and then improving your social and environmental 
impact, you ensure your company is demonstrating that both people 
and planet matter, not just profit. By making a legal change to your 
constitutional documents through the B Corp Legal Requirement, you 
protect these values and your mission going forwards.


People want to work for, buy from and invest in businesses that 
recognise their role in addressing the global challenges of social 
injustice and the climate emergency. Joining a community of like-
minded companies allows us to tackle these issues together, amplify 
our impact and achieve real change.


B Corp is a movement for companies seeking this change. This guide 
provides an overview of the steps to becoming a B Corp. Let's use 
business as a force for good.

James Ghaffari,
Director of Growth & Product
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Measure your 
impact
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Certified B Corps are a 
global community        of 
thousands of purpose-
driven        companies 
working together         to 
use business as a force 
for  good by measuring, 
managing and improving 
their social        and 
environmental impact.

Achieving certification demonstrates 
that your company meets high 
standards of verified social and 
environmental performance as set out 
by B Lab’s independent governing body.



B Corp Certification is a comprehensive 
and transformational journey that starts 
with measuring the impact of your 
company’s entire operations through the 
completion of the B Impact Assessment.
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The BIA is a free and confidential 
online tool to improve your 
company’s social and 
environmental impact. Covering 
approximately 200 questions, the 
assessment examines your 
company’s impact on its key 
stakeholders (workers, community, 
environment and customers) as 
well as capturing and assessing 
best practices regarding your 
mission and governance.

The BIA is a comprehensive measurement of your 
company’s entire performance, from your supply chain 
and carbon footprint to your charitable giving, diversity 
and inclusion policies and employee benefits. It is the 
best way to understand where your business is today and 
how to improve its positive impact for the future.
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What is the B Impact 
Assessment?



The BIA will measure your company's social and 
environmental performance across 5 Impact Areas: 
Governance, Workers, Community, Environment 
and Customers. 

These cover your day-to-day operational 
policies and practices.


Examples include: 


Governance: code of ethics, financial 
information disclosure, whistleblower policy, 
mission & engagement


Workers: career development, health, 
wellness & safety, tracking satisfaction or 
engagement


Environment: environmental management 
system, recycling different materials, water 
and energy usage, air & climate


Community: civic engagement & giving, 
diversity, equity & inclusion, supply chain 
management


Customers: customer feedback or complaint 
mechanisms, regularly monitoring customer 
outcomes and wellbeing

IBMs are awarded to businesses which are 
deliberately set up to create high levels of 
social or environmental impact for a specific 
stakeholder group. This can be through a 
particular product, service, process or 
activity (e.g. worker ownership, conservation 
action or serving customers in need). It is 
important to note that IBMs are neither 
common, nor a requirement for certification. 
It is difficult to earn points in an IBM, and 
extremely rare that a company has 2 or more 
IBMs that are applicable.
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Which areas does the B Impact Assessment measure?

Operational 
Questions: 

Impact Business Model 
Questions:

01 02

All companies are required to disclose any 
sensitive practices, fines or sanctions within 
a Disclosure Questionnaire. This is 
confidential and does not affect your 
numerical score on the B Impact 
Assessment. Disclosures will be reviewed 
during verification by a B Lab Analyst to 
identify the level of materiality and any 
follow up actions.

As part of the certification process, you will 
also be required to meet the B Corp Legal 
Requirement. This is a mandatory change to 
your company’s constitutional documents 
that commits the company to consider all 
stakeholder interests in decision making, not 
just shareholders. This also carries up to 10 
points towards your overall assessment score 
through the ‘Mission Lock’ question in the 
Governance section.

Disclosure 
Questionnaire

The B Corp Legal 
Requirement

Additional Requirements:

Within these five impact areas, there are two types of questions:This will require data from the 
previous 12 months, the present 
time, and financial data from the 
reporting fiscal year of your 
assessment. If a particular 
reporting period is required, this 
will be specified in the question. 
We also acknowledge that 
companies may use different 
reporting years for financial and 
environmental data, therefore you 
can use the differently aligned 
reporting year for your 
environmental data within the BIA.
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Any for-profit company with at least 1 year of operations may pursue B Corp 
Certification through the B Impact Assessment. Questions on the BIA are tailored 
to the size, sector and country of your business, and these factors are collectively 
known as your 'track'. Your track will influence the questions you see throughout 
the assessment, so it's important to get set up correctly from the start.

How to set up the B Impact Assessment

There are 6 options to 
choose from that refer to the 
number of full-time 
employees on the company’s 
payroll. Part-time and 
seasonal workers should be 
added to this figure based on 
their full-time equivalent. 

0 
1 - 9 
10 - 49 
50 - 249 
250 - 999

1000+

Choosing your employee size:

B Corp Certification is based on the 
verified practices and policies of a 
company over the past year, rather 
than what it aspires to do in the future. 
This means only companies that have 
been in operation for at least twelve 
months are eligible for B Corporation 
Certification. Early-stage companies 
can become Pending B Corps as a great 
way to communicate the mission of the 
company, engage with the B Corp 
Community and put in place a 
framework for impact improvement. 

Pending B Corp 

There is no minimum or maximum company size restriction to 
becoming a B Corp. However, certain companies, such as those 
under a year old, those which are complex in nature, have 
related entities, or are large multinational and public companies 
may have additional considerations and requirements. 

All companies with $1bn+ in revenue 
will be required to approach 
certification differently, as well as 
companies $100m+ with a significant 
level of complexity (e.g. numerous 
subsidiaries, locations in various 
countries and/or operating in multiple 
industries).


If you think this could apply to you, get 
in touch with us and we will determine 
which certification process is 
appropriate for your business.

Large companies

Service with Minor Environmental Footprint
Companies that earn revenue through the provision of non-physical 
services e.g. law firms, marketing agencies

Service with Significant Environmental Footprint
Companies that require a physical location or equipment to deliver their 
service e.g. restaurants, landscaping

Wholesale/Retail
Companies that sell products but are not involved in the manufacturing 
of these products e.g. e-commerce retailers

Manufacturing
Companies that manufacture >10% of the products that they sell e.g. 
assembly lines

Agriculture
Companies with >10% of production from company-owned fields or >50% 
of supplier expenses from purchases directly from growers/farmers e.g. 
fruit or vegetable farms, farmers markets

Choosing your sector

 Had at least one individual 
contributing greater than 
35 hours per week to the 
company (including 
working owners

 Formally engaged with a 
supplier or client

We define your operational 
start date as the date in 
which the company:
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B Corp Certification and the time 
involved in completing the BIA 
depends on the size and 
complexity of your company. 
Most small businesses can 
complete an assessment and get 
a baseline score within a week 
but this will be longer for larger 
companies with multiple 
business units. 

While the assessment can be 
completed by anyone within the 
business, regardless of their title 
or tenure, it is an informative and 
galvanising process which 
requires input from across the 
whole company.

Although you can submit your 
assessment as soon as you score 80 
points, we recommend aiming for at 
least 83 before you do as it's common
for a company’s score to drop 
during verification when a 
Standards Analyst reviews 
your answers and submitted 
documentation. 

How long does it take to complete the B Impact Assessment?

Who should complete the B Impact Assessment?

Most companies initially score below the 
required 80 points, and an improvement 
period is required before submitting. The 
length of this improvement period will 
depend on how far the company is from the 
80 point bar and the level of commitment 
internally for making the required changes. 
Many companies intentionally take their time 
during this stage to engage their employees, 
communicate why they are pursuing 
certification and discuss ideas for 
improvement.

B Lab UK recommends appointing one 
person as a lead to complete a first draft of 
the assessment. The supporting team 
should include representation from key 
departments such as HR, Finance, 
Procurement, Facilities and Sustainability. 
The project will also require sponsorship 
from the Executive Team.

Tips from the team Jo, Customer Success Coordinator



B Impact Assessment

Frequently Asked Questions

Knowledge Base

Useful resources
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63% think 
certifying as a B 

Corp contributed to 
improving the 

resilience of their 
business

B Corp Community insights

B Corps Community Survey, 2021



Improve your 
score

2
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In order to progress with 
B Corp Certification, your 
       company must first 
score 80+ points on the 
B Impact Assessment - 
the free, online platform 
used by        B Lab to verify  
performance across 5 key 
areas of Governance, 
       Workers, Community, 
Environment & Customers.

Meeting 80 points doesn’t usually happen 
after your initial pass at the assessment but 
improving your company's impact is made 
easier thanks to a range of tools and 
resources built into the BIA.
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If you’re working to cross the 80-point 
threshold or want to improve your 
business’s impact in certain areas, 
there are plenty of useful tools and 
resources built into the BIA to support 
companies of all sectors and sizes.
These include best practice guides, case studies and other dynamic 
tools designed to help you create an improvement roadmap, set goals 
for improved performance and track your performance over time:

Bookmark Report
Highlight questions on the 
assessment you wish to 
revisit by clicking the 
bookmark icon in the upper 
right corner of a question.

Learn more
On many of the questions within 
the assessment, you will find a 
useful ‘Learn’ button which 
provides you with further 
explanations, definitions and real-
world examples, designed to 
support your improvement.

Goal setting
Create a roadmap by clicking the 
star in the upper right corner of 
questions to set yourself goals 
for improvement. Set due dates, 
email reminders and add 
comments about how you will 
reach these goals.

Customised 
Improvement 
Report
Once you have completed the 
assessment, a report is 
generated automatically that 
identifies the key questions you 
could be performing better on to 
improve your current score. 

Exporting the BIA
It’s easy to organise and 
prioritise questions within the 
assessment with the ‘Question 
Filter’ which allows you to 
choose between question type, 
impact area, content, points 
available and other attributes, 
as well as  the ability to export 
content in full to share with 
your team.

Knowledge Base
This comprehensive resource 
hub is packed with detailed best 
practice guides to help you 
identify improvements, as well 
as a range of case studies to 
provide insight into the impact 
other B Corps have created.

Tools and resources for improving your score
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Tips to improve your 
impact (and your score!)

As you set out to improve your BIA score, a good starting 
point is to formalise your company policies and track 
impact metrics across the 5 impact areas measured in the 
assessment. For example:

Governance Sharing financial information with employees

Workers Writing a policy or statement to support breastfeeding at work

Community Writing and circulating a Supplier Code of Conduct

Environment Monitoring and recording energy and water usage

Customers Improving the transparency and clarity of your Data & Privacy Policy

These improvements can be actioned in the short-term. B Lab will need to see 
documentation of the policies to verify your answers, so even if you think your 
company already follows these practices, you won’t get credit on the assessment 
unless they have actually been implemented and are communicated and 
embedded across your company. Having them in writing also means they’ll be 
more accessible to your staff and are more likely to remain in place throughout 
changes in leadership. 

Meet the B Corp Legal Requirement

In addition to meeting high standards of social and environmental performance a 
Certified B Corp, you must also meet the B Corp Legal Requirement which reflects 
your company’s commitment to a triple bottom line of people, planet and profit. 
Not only does this help protect your company’s mission over time but it also carries 
valuable points within the B Impact Assessment.

Access support from B Leaders Encourage ideas from your team 

B Leaders are experienced sustainability 
professionals trained by B Lab UK to help 
guide companies through certification and 
their B Corp journey. While companies are 
able to complete their assessment and make 
improvements independently, getting hands-
on external support can help clarify your 
company’s sustainability strategy, demystify 
the certification process and identify new 
areas for improvements. 

While it’s typical to appoint one person as a 
lead to complete the assessment, we strongly 
recommend engaging employees from across 
your whole business - even external 
stakeholders - to help identify areas where 
you can make real, lasting improvements and 
impact. They can be added as team members 
under ‘Settings’ in the BIA.

Improving your impact is a 
journey so it’s important to 
adopt a mindset of long 
term goal setting and 
planning. Crowdsource 
ideas from your team to 
find out how employees 
wish to see the business 
change for the better 
going forward, then 
implement steps towards 
achieving these goals.

Tips from the team
Daisy, Business Sustainability Analyst
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Every year, B Lab honours those companies 
scoring in the top 5% globally in any of the 5 
Impact Areas of Governance, Community, 
Workers, Environment and Customers. These 
‘Best for the World’ B Corps inspire others to 
continuously improve their impact to benefit all 
people, communities, and the planet.

Did you know?
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Find a B Leader if you need hands-on support

Making the mark: 5 ways to improve your 
impact using the B Impact Assessment

Useful resources

98% believe 
that being a B 

Corp is likely to 
contribute to 

future success of 
their company

B Corp Community insights

B Corps Community Survey, 2021



Meet the 
B Corp Legal 
Requirement
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In addition to measuring        
and managing        your 
impact through the        
     B Impact Assessment,        
B Corps        are also 
required to make a legal 
       change in order to 
complete certification.

This legal change is a commitment to 
consider the impact of decisions on your 
company’s stakeholders now and in the 
future by building this consideration into 
your constitutional documents.
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What is the B Corp Legal Requirement?

The B Corp Legal Requirement varies 
across countries but companies 
based in the UK are required to make 
an amendment to their constitutional 
documents commiting to use 
business as a force for good, by:

Creating a material positive impact on 
society and the environment through 
your business and operations

Considering all ‘stakeholder interests’ 
when making decisions - including 
your shareholders, employees, 
suppliers, society and the environment

The approved language that limited companies use to amend their 
Articles of Association must be adopted verbatim and can be found 
here. In this document, you will find that this legal language has also 
been adapted to other company forms such as Limited Liability 
Partnerships, Companies Limited by Guarantee and Community 
Interest Companies.


The UK B Corp Legal Requirement has been developed by the Policy 
Council of B Lab after reviewing and taking into account the B Corp 
Legal Requirement in the US and the statutory framework for 
directors’ duties under s172 of the Companies Act 2006 in the UK.
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The B Corp Legal Requirement 
formalises your company’s 
alignment with the B Corp 
Movement’s values and embeds 
a stakeholder-focused mindset 
that separates B Corps from 
other businesses.

It differentiates B Corps from 
other businesses by adding 
a layer of legal protection to 
the purpose of the company 
and the intention of 
Directors to consider the 
interests of all stakeholders 
when making decisions, not 
just shareholders.

Why is this a requirement?

It also protects the mission 
of the company through 
capital raises and 
leadership changes and 
gives founders and 
directors more flexibility 
when evaluating potential 
sale and liquidity options.
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Is the Legal Requirement mandatory?

What are Articles of Association?

The B Corp Legal 
Requirement must be met 
by all companies as it 
demonstrates your 
commitment to the triple 
bottom line of people, 
planet and profit. The 
majority of companies must 
meet this requirement prior 
to certification, including 
Pending B Corps. 

It is nevertheless recommended that all 
companies meet the legal requirement 
prior to certification as you will have 
assurance that the change has been 
agreed and meeting the legal requirement 
can be worth up to 10 points on the B 
Impact Assessment under the ‘Mission 
Lock’ question. 

However, B Lab UK recognises that 
changing your constitutional documents 
can be a time-consuming process. 
Companies with more than 50 employees 
are able to complete the legal requirement 
after certification - LLPs are granted an 
additional 90 days and limited companies 
are granted 12 months. 

Articles of Association are the written rules about running a limited company agreed by 
the shareholders or guarantors, directors and the company secretary. Your company will 
either use standard 'model' articles or you will have written your own when registering 
the business. They outline the purpose of the company and how it makes decisions now 
and in the future. Companies with different corporate structures will have different 
constitutional documents.
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Step 1.
Board of Directors reviews legal requirement

*This process will vary based on your corporate structure, please contact certification@bcorporation.uk if you require further guidance.

Step 1.

Company considers how the legal requirement fits with current constitutional 
documents (including shareholders agreement, if any) and Board Members 
discuss the process and timetable for amendments to be made.

Engage with internal stakeholders

Step 2.

Board of Directors circulate the legal requirement language to internal 
stakeholders - e.g. Shareholders/Members, Legal Counsel, Audit Committee, 
Investment Committee, Risk Committee - for review and feedback (possibly 
through an internal B Corp champion).

Board approves legal change

Step 3.

Legal Requirement language approved at meeting of Board of Directors which 
resolves to convene a shareholders’ general meeting or propose a written 
resolution.

Shareholder/member special resolution to 
approve amendment to Articles

Step 4.

Subject to any further requirements in the Articles of Association, a special 
resolution passed by at least a 75% shareholder majority is required to 
approve amendments to the constitution. Either passed by way of written 
resolution (for private companies) or resolution at general meeting.

File documentation with Companies House

Step 5.

Documents to be filed with Companies House include Form CC04, amended 
Articles of Association and copy of the special resolution. Follow this link to 
file documents with Companies House. Documents must be filed with 
Companies House within 15 days of passing shareholders’ resolution.

How do I meet the B Corp Legal Requirement?
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In order to bring the B Corp Legal Requirement 
to life, innocent places 2 spare chairs around 
the boardroom table: one for the ‘environment’ 
and one for ‘society’ so they always have a seat 
at the table.

Did you know?
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The legal requirement for a B Corp in the UK – 
an explanation

More information on the legal requirement

Frequently Asked Questions

If you have any questions about how the legal 
requirement for B Corp Certification applies to 
companies in the UK, please contact us at 
certification@bcorporation.uk

Useful Resources

Completing the B Corp Legal 
Requirement will require buy-in from across the 
company, and so involving decision-makers 
from the beginning is key. Engaging your board 
early on will help ensure clarity about what the 
legal requirement means for the company, and
engaging the rest of your teams will 
create space for new ideas about 
how to bring stakeholder governance 
to life within the business. 

Tips from the team Nicole, Certification Manager



Submit and 
review
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During the review process you’ll be asked 
to provide documentation and evidence to 
support the answers you have given in your 
assessment. You’ll also have your review 
call with an Analyst, where your 
assessment will be discussed in more 
depth, and you will have the opportunity to 
ask any questions you weren’t sure about 
when completing the assessment. You will 
need to achieve a verified score of at least 
80 points to complete your certification. 

Demand for B Corp Certification is 
high and there are currently wait 
periods to enter each stage of the 
review process. Actual timescales 
will depend on B Lab’s capacity, 
your response time to queries and 
documentation requests, and 
whether your score drops below 
80 points.

Once you have 
completed the B Impact 
Assessment        and 
have scored a minimum 
of 80 points,         you can 
submit your assessment 
to B Lab and begin the 
        review process. 
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To submit your assessment for review, log in 
to the B Impact Assessment and navigate to 
‘B Corporation Certification’ then ‘Summary’. 
Here you will see everything that you need to 
complete in order to submit. 

You can find the Company 
Details page under 'Settings'. 
Prior to submitting, you must 
complete this page, including 
details of: 

 All related entities, even if they have not been 
included in the scope of the assessment 
(including parent companies, subsidiaries and 
entities with shared branding/operations/
employees

 Any facilities that the company uses, owns or 
leases (e.g. office space, warehouses

 The company’s products and/or services, 
accounting for 100% of revenue during the 
reporting fiscal year

Once you’ve completed all outstanding 
actions, the padlock will turn into a submit 
button. Please ensure that you have fully 
completed the Company Details page, found 
under ‘Settings’, before you submit your 
assessment. 

How to submit your assessment

Remember to complete your Company Details page fully

Access to the B Impact Assessment is free. When you submit 
your assessment for certification, a one-off submission fee of 
£250 (plus VAT) is payable as a sign of commitment to the full 
verification process.

Certified B Corps pay an annual certification fee which is 
calculated based on the company’s revenue last set of 
audited accounts. You can see the full pricing schedule here.

Submission fee

Annual certification fee

How much does it cost to 
become a Certified B Corp?
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The review process comprises 
two key stages from - 
evaluation and verification. 
The timelines outlined below 
are indicative, however the 
length of the process depends 
in part on your company’s size 
and complexity.

Keep track of where you 
are in the process by 
logging in to the BIA and 
clicking on ‘Reviews’ on 
the left-hand menu.

1. Evaluation queue (up to 5 months)

2. Evaluation (~1 month)

3. Verification queue (up to 6 months)

4. Verification (~1 month)

5. Certification

There is a wait period before being assigned a 
B Lab UK Evaluation Analyst. You can still 
edit your assessment during this period, so 
use this time to continue improving your 
score and to complete the B Corp Legal 
Requirement. At this stage, you may be asked 
to complete additional tasks depending on 
your company’s size.

Your Evaluation Analyst will perform a 
number of checks to ensure you are eligible 
for B Corp Certification, review your 
preliminary score and determine the most 
appropriate certification pathway, based on 
the individual characteristics of your 
business. 

During this part of the process, you will be 
asked to start uploading documents to your 
Verification Report. The report contains a 
customised list of questions based on your 
responses in the BIA for which your company 
is scoring highly. Depending on your 
company’s size, you may be asked to 
complete additional tasks here. 

Once you have completed all the assigned 
tasks, a B Lab Standards Analyst will be 
assigned to work with you to review your 
assessment and verify the documentation 
you have provided. They will schedule a 
review call with you to discuss your 
Verification Report and make any 
adjustments required to your assessment. 



It is possible that your score will drop below 
80 during the verification stage, in which 
case a 90 day improvement stage is added to 
the timeline to give you time to bring your 
score back up. 

When your verification is complete and you have achieved a verified score 
of  80+ points, you are now able to sign the B Corp Agreement, pay your 
annual certification fee and be welcomed into the B Corp Community.

These can include

 Signing the B Corp Statemen
 Uploading financial documentatio
 Uploading evidence that you have 

completed the legal requirement

If the Evaluation Analyst has any questions 
or requires more information during this 
stage, you will be contacted via the BIA 
platform. To keep the process moving 
smoothly, ensure that notifications are 
enabled in the assessment and be sure to 
respond to your Analyst promptly. 

These can include

 Completing Operational Highlight
 Completing a Verification Template and 

providing information about your 
employees and suppliers 


During this stage, the Disclosure 
Questionnaire will also be reviewed and 
companies are subject to background checks 
of public records, news sources, and search 
engines for company names, brands, 
executives/founders, and other relevant 
topics. 



A final assessment check will be made to 
incorporate any adjustments. Additional 
documentation may be requested at this 
stage in order to arrive at your final verified 
score. 

What is the review process?
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Useful Resources

Pre-Submit Checklist

Verification FAQs

Assessment review process

For any policies that the 
company claims to have, 
ensure that these are 
formalised somewhere 
(e.g. the Employee Handbook,
on the website, within an 
annual statement or 
within the company's 
Articles of Association). 

Tips from the team James, Business Sustainability Analyst



After you certify
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Achieving B Corp 
Certification marks an 
important milestone in 
your transformational 
journey of measuring, 
managing and     improving        
your impact as a business. 
It also marks the start of 
an exciting new chapter as 
you join a dynamic and 
supportive       community 
of like-minded companies 
– in the UK and across the 
       world – using business 
as a force for good.
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After the rigorous and 
challenging review 
process, you can begin 
to enjoy the benefits of 
being part of the global 
B Corp Community.

Get involved with 
a working group
Collaborate with other B Corps on areas 
like People & Culture, Regenerative 
Agriculture and Sustainable Packaging.  

Join the B Hive
Connect with thousands of peers on 
our online networking community.

Connect locally
Join other B Corps in your area to raise 
awareness of the B Corp movement and 
collaborate on issues close to home.

Find out how you can make the most of the community.

Start using the B!
Get the B Corp logo on your website 
and packaging to tell your customers 
about how you are using business as a 
force for good. 

Get campaigning
Join B Lab UK in driving forward the 
Better Business Act and connect with 
other B Corps to find out what they are 
passionate about.

Sign up for events
From masterclasses on reaching net zero 
emissions and the Circular Economy to B 
Corp Socials, there are plenty of 
opportunities to get involved.



38

Here are some of 
the creative ways B 
Corps are using the 
brand in their own 

marketing.
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The best way to do this is to actively use the B Impact 
Assessment throughout these years as a framework to 
inspire and track improvements.

B Corps recertify by updating their B Impact 
Assessment and ensuring all the information 
is accurate and up to date. This is important 
as the BIA itself is updated every three years 
to stay relevant to evolving best practice in 
social and environmental standards. As 
before, the assessment is then submitted, 
documentation is provided and the score is 
verified by B Lab.

You’ll be contacted by B Lab when it’s time 
to start the recertification process and you 
can join our Impact Improvement 
Programme, which champion best practice, 
sharing between B Corps, and guides you 
through your impact improvement journey.

In order to maintain certification, 
all B Corps must recertify every 
three years. 

Recertification
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During the two-year period between certifications, all B 
Corps are required to publish an annual report. This is to 
foster regular, open communication with your stakeholders, 
to demonstrate your current progress and future plans and 
prove to the wider community that positive impact on 
people and the planet is achievable. It is also a key 
component of your commitment to using business as a 
force for good, as detailed in the B Corp Legal Requirement.

Annual impact reporting

Who is the report for?

What to include in your report

Strategic Report

An Impact Report is written for anyone with a 
vested interest in the company and on whom 
the success of the business depends. This 
will include internal stakeholders (staff, 
directors, board members) as well as your 
wider audience (customers, partners and 
suppliers).

While the most appropriate composition and 
presentation of the report will depend on the 
context of your business and stakeholders, 
you should aim to include details of anything 
performance or operations-related that may 
significantly affect your social and 
environmental impact now and in the future.


As a B Corp, you focus equally on people, 
planet and profit, so, if possible, aim to 
integrate your financial reporting with your 
Impact Report. This demonstrates to 
investors that social and economic impact 
are inherently interlinked. 

Under the Companies Act 2006, B Corps that 
meet a specified size threshold are also 
required to prepare a Strategic Report, the 
focus of which is for shareholders to 
understand whether directors have carried out 
their duties. These B Corps may choose to 
publish the Impact Report as part of their 
Strategic Report or separately. 

Who should write your report?

Creating an Impact Report is a team effort. 
Ask your stakeholders which of your impact 
areas they are most interested in, engage the 
right staff to co-ordinate the process, capture 
insightful data, share real-life stories they’re 
proud of and make it look visually appealing.

Tools to help you measure and 
report your impact

Sharing your impact report

You can use your previous year’s B Impact 
Assessment score to report your social and 
environmental performance and benchmark 
this against the previous year’s scores, 
though it should be clearly stated that these 
are unverified by B Lab’s Standards Team.


You may also wish to measure against other 
social and environmental standards relevant 
to your organisation – for instance, by 
tracking your progress towards Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs). 

For transparency, the finished report should 
be circulated to key stakeholders and 
investors and published on your website. 
While not obligatory, your company may also 
choose to lodge the report with Companies 
House.
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88% of 
B Corps would 

recommend 
certification 

to other 
companies

B Corp Community insights

B Corps Community Survey, 2021




